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WSD Steel-Consuming Index: 2008 and 2021

Lessening steel intensity

In Table 1, WSD has compared the results of its IDX (weighted index of activity for 15 U.S. steel-consuming industries or sectors) for selected months in 2008–2009 and 2020–2021. The figures, of course, come from different times in the steel cycle. The first half of 2008 was an “end-of-cycle” period, with major economic problems already on the horizon. The current year, in contrast, is probably an “early-in-cycle” time in which the global economy is likely to be booming well in 2022.

Each of the periods included: (a) a price run-up of hot-rolled band (HRB) prices on the world market, and in selected home markets, to “extreme” steel shortage levels; (b) an episode of sharply declining activity — in 2008–2009 due to the global financial crisis sparked in part by the Lehman Bros. bankruptcy in September 2008; and (c) in 2020–2021, a sizable fall of economic activity in the second quarter of 2020 due to the impact of the devastating COVID-19 pandemic.

Regarding the specific monthly figures for July 2021 and January 2008:

- Over the 13-year time frame, IDX was up 3.1%. This gain was composed of a 22.7% rise for the short-lead-time capital goods (CES) component of the index; a 14.4% decline in the long-lead-times capital goods (CEL) component (including a 20.2% fall in non-residential construction activity), and a 6.4% drop in the consumer goods (CDIDX) component. (Note: Non-residential construction activity has a 23% weighting in the total index.)
- Monthly apparent steel demand (ASC) was 9.8 million tons in May 2021 versus 10.9 million tons in January 2008 — for a drop of 10.1%. This decline occurred despite the moderate 3.1% rise in the IDX and a 23.3% rise in real U.S. GDP. Hence, ASC/IDX, which is a measure of steel intensity, was only 0.093 million tons per point of IDX in May 2021 versus 0.106 million metric tons per point of IDX in January 2008.

There was a fairly similar HRB export price run-up in the first halves of 2008 and 2021.

- In January 2008, the HRB export price, FOB the port of export, was US$653/metric ton, before rising to US$1,113/metric ton in July 2008; and then, falling back to US$406/metric ton in March 2009. The figures for the U.S. HRB price, ex-works, were US$659, US$1,283 and US$515 per metric ton, respectively.
- In October 2020, the HRB export price, FOB the port of export, was US$727/metric ton, before rising to US$1,680/metric ton in May 2021, and still rising at US$2,100/metric ton in August 2021, respectively.

Regarding the sharp temporary decline in IDX in these periods:

- In March 2009, IDX at 78.0 was down 18.8% from 97.2 in July 2008.
- In April 2020, IDX at 77.2 was down 27.7% from 105.3 in January 2020. This decline was more severe and occurred over a shorter period of time.
Looking ahead to the remainder of 2021 and 2022, if interest and inflation rates stay low and the new Delta variant of COVID-19 impact is largely contained, WSD thinks that global capital spending and construction spending may rise substantially — along with recovering automotive production. Hence, 2022 could be a rare year in which ASC/IDX has some increase.
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